We propose the first type I proof of the electric Aharonov-Bohm effect with hydrogen in a modified version of the ion interferometer realised by Hasselbach et al. The design of the setup is based on a coherent field emission single atom tip (SAT) source, a biprism beam splitter and a delay-line detector. Our calculations demonstrate, that the higher mass and therefore lower velocity of the ions compared to electrons combined with the high expected SAT ion emission puts the experiment into reach of current technical possibilities. A scheme for a large beam separation consisting of two biprism and a focussing lens is applied to introduce two metal cylinders in the beam paths that can be set on different potentials. The high detection time resolution allows to work with a continuous ion beam and circumvents the pulsed beam operation as suggested by Aharonov and Bohm. The setup can also be applied to test the influence of the ions internal structure in the magnetic Aharonov-Bohm effect in comparison to the point-shaped electrons.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the famous paper of Aharonov and Bohm [1] , two experiments are proposed to prove that the influence of vector and scalar potentials have a direct physical effect on the phase of charged particles, even in absence of any field. Their predictions are known as the magnetic and the electric Aharonov-Bohm effects. Alternatively they are nominated after Ehrenberg and Siday, who were the first revealing this phenomenon [11] . Soon after, the phase shift resulting from the magnetic Aharonov-Bohm effect could be demonstrated in an electron biprism interferometer [12, 13] . The experiment showed impressively that potentials are not only mathematical constructs to calculate fields, as it was widely believed at that time, but seem to be more fundamental. It encouraged a new community in quantum physics to perform principal tests of the effect, e.g. by excluding stray fields by a toroidal magnet with a superconducting cladding [14] . In the course of time the field was divided into type I and type II experiments [15] . The original proposed effects are of type I, which means that the electron encounters no magnetic B or electric E field while it traverses the magnetic vector potential A or the electric scalar potential. Type II effects include experiments with electrons [16] or neutrons [17] , like the Aharonov-Casher [18, 19] or the neutron-scalar Aharonov-Bohm effect [20, 21] . They allow the particle to traverse through a nonvanishing B or E-field, if they do not deflect or delay the wave packet [15] . Until today, only the magnetic Aharonov-Bohm effect could be proven in type I experiments [12] [13] [14] . It was technically not possible to perform a type I proof of the electric Aharonov-Bohm effect. There are two major reasons. First, electrons emitted from conventional sources are too fast to switch an electric potential on and off quickly enough. And second, implementing a fast pulsing electron source in an interferometer is technically demanding, even if ultrafast pulsed electron sources are available for some years [22] .
In this paper we propose an experimental scheme to overcome these challenges and demonstrate that the first type I measurement of the electric Aharonov-Bohm effect is in direct reach of current technical capabilities. The idea is based on modifications of the first biprism ion interferometer realised by Hasselbach et al. [2] [3] [4] [5] . Instead of electrons we suggest to use hydrogen ions from a single atom tip (SAT) source [6, 7] . The ion energy can be well controlled between 3.3 and 4.2 keV [8] and the energy spread is believed to be in the same order of magnitude as for other gas field ion sources (<1 eV) [8] . The much heavier and therefore slower ions in combination with modern ultrafast puls-generators solve the problem of fast switching. The high time resolution of modern delay-line detectors [9] of less than 1 ns towards a reference signal allows to work with a continuous ion beam and a pulsed detection mode. We will provide detailed calculations about the expected ion signal rates and describe a realistic scheme for beam path separation [10] . By rather moderate modifications, the setup can also be applied to perform a type I measurement of the magnetic Aharonov-Bohm effect for ions, testing the dependence of the internal structure [23] in comparison to such experiments with point-shaped electrons [12, 13] .
II. PROPOSED EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental scheme is based on the first ion interferometer described in [2] [3] [4] [5] . We only provide a brief description of the main components in the original version and concentrate afterwards on the changes needed for the Aharonov-Bohm measurements.
A coherent hydrogen or helium ion beam was field emitted by a sharp metal tip ("supertip" [24] For some years novel ion sources have been available, the so called single atom tips (SAT) [6, 7] . As determined in separate measurements [8] , they provide a beam of coherent helium or hydrogen ions with a count rate up to three orders of magnitude higher than for the "supertip" sources in the original interferometer of [2] [3] [4] [5] . Additionally, modern delay-line detectors are at hand [9] . They amplify the ion signal with MCPs as well, but a delay-line anode replaces the fluorescent screen and the CCD-camera. Therefore the detector provides not only a spatial, but also an additional high temporal resolution. As it will be pointed out later, the ability to correlate the incoming ions to an external reference signal with a resolution of about one nanosecond is important for the proposed experiment.
Furthermore it is required for the measurement of the electric Aharonov-Bohm effect to enlarge the beam path separation. In the ion interferometer of [2] [3] [4] [5] only one biprism was used, resulting in a moderate matter wave separation. It needs to be increased far enough to install two metal cylinders in the beam paths, according to the proposal of Aharonov and Bohm [1] . For a technically feasible realisation, this separation has to be at least 250 µm. Several different configurations have been studied with electron interferometers to fulfill this task [10, 13, 25] . The largest beam path separation distance was achieved for electrons with an installation of two biprism and a focussing lens. The scheme is shown in fig. 1 a) and fig. 2 a) . Thereby the beam was separated up to ∼ 300 µm [10] . The first, positively charged biprism splits up the coherent ion beam in two divergent partial waves. The distance of the beam separation can be adjusted by the voltage applied on this biprism. Subsequently the beam gets focussed by a positively charged lens. After the beams cross each other, they propagate divergently towards the second biprism, which is negatively charged. It overlaps and superposes the beam paths leading to an interference pattern in the detection plane.
The advantage of such a setup is that the distance between the detected interference maxima is independent of the beam path separation in the area between the first biprism and the focussing lens. The interference pattern can therefore be optimised on detection parameters, such as the magnifying quadrupole lenses and the detector resolution, without changing the distance between the beam path and the object (cylinder) in the interferometer. With a beam separation of d = 250 µm, as specified in fig. 1 a) , two cylinders can be installed into the beam paths with an outer diameter of 240 µm and an inner diameter of 70 µm. Such metal tubes are commercially available because they are produced for medical cannulas.
Matter wave interferometry experiments with large beam path separation require a high degree of stability concerning vibrations and alternating magnetic fields. Our proposed setup refers to the ion optic experiment by [2] [3] [4] [5] which itselve is based on an electron interferometer by [26] . This ruggedized apparatus was especially optimized to be less sensitive to vibrations and alternating magnetic fields. Its compact design is shielded by a surrounding magnetic mu-metal tube and all beam alignment is performed by electromagnetical deflection components to prevent any mechanical moving parts.
III. EXPECTED COUNT RATES OF COHERENT IONS IN THE INTERFEROMETER
The original interferometry experiment by [2] [3] [4] [5] was performed with helium ions. The count rate was rather moderate, in the order of 10 12 A m 2 sr mbar , whereas the unit mbar corresponds to the pressure of the induced helium gas. With such a low signal further experiments in Aharonov-Bohm physics were not possible. Based on measurements of [8] we provide an estimate for the significantly higher expected coherent ion signal with a novel SAT source. An iridium covered SAT at a temperature of 20 K emits ions with a count rate of 10
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A m 2 sr mbar for hydrogen accelerated with an emission voltage of U = 3.8 kV and 2 × 10 15 A m 2 sr mbar at U = 7.6 kV for helium [8] . Applying a gas pressure of 10 −5 mbar in the UHV chamber leads to an emission of E 0 = 10 −4 rad. The relation defines the maximal emission angle in which the ions are still coherent. Considering the dimensions in the setup of [2] [3] [4] [5] it determines the coherently illuminated area in the detection plane with a radius l k in front of the magnification quadrupoles. The coherently emitted ions contribute to the interference pattern which is then magnified in the x and y-axis by the magnification factors m x and m y . The signal is recorded on the active detector area A det with an efficiency P N . The number of coherent ions I k per second on the detector is deduced in [4] and refers to [27] [28] [29] . It follows the relation This can be achieved by a combination of two biprism and a focussing lens, which was accomplished in an electron interferometer by [10] . b) Method to measure the electric Aharonov-Bohm effect with a continuous ion beam. The coherent matter waves get separated by a biprism into two paths, both passing metal tubes (electrostatic cylinders). Applying a short voltage pulse on one of them, while the other one is grounded, shifts the phase of the interference pattern of the ion wave being inside the cylinders during the duration of the pulse. This signal can be selected due to the good time resolution of the delay-line detector, which is correlated with the cylinder pulses.
Using the parameters in the original interferometer of [2] [3] [4] [5] with the "supertip" source results in a maximal count rate of ∼ 50 coherent helium ions per second [4] . In the modified version of the ion interferometer, due to the larger ion emission of the SAT, a maximal signal of ∼ 6.1 × 10 3 coherent helium ions per second are expected at a gas pressure of 10 −5 mbar and for an ion acceleration voltage of 7.6 kV. For H + 2 -dimers at 3.8 kV the coherent signal is calculated to be even higher, ∼ 2.7 × 10 4 ions per second. The significantly larger signal rate allows integration times for an ion interference pattern of only a few seconds.
IV. MEASUREMENT OF THE ELECTRIC AHARONOV-BOHM EFFECT WITH IONS
A full quantum mechanical description of the electric Aharonov-Bohm effect [1] is given in [30] . As it is illustrated in fig. 1 b) , the two coherent partial waves, separated by the biprism, propagate through two tiny metal cylinders. Inside the tubes, the particles are shielded against any fields from outside. In the original idea of Aharonov and Bohm, an electron source is pulsed to emit wave packages smaller than the length of the metal cylinders. As soon as the wave packages are inside the cylinders, electric potentials will be applied on those tubes with the difference V . They will be set to zero before the electrons leave the cylinders. Thereby the electrons are exposed to scalar potentials, but not to electrical fields. This causes a different phase shift of the partial waves, which can be observed in a shift of the interference pattern in the detector by [1] 
were it is integrated over the pulse duration time t. One of the reasons why this original proposal of Aharonov and Bohm could not be verified up to now, is the high velocity of the electrons in the interferometer. Under normal conditions in a biprism interferometer experiment, the electrons get emitted by the metal tip with energies between 0.5 and 10 keV. Lower energies could in principle be realised by slowing down the electrons with a counter electrode, but due to charging effects and electromagnetic noise it gets thereby more and more demanding to control the beam and to maintain coherence. With a typical emission energy of 1 keV, electrons have a velocity of ∼ 2 × 10 7 m/s. Under realistic experimental conditions, the maximal length of a tube inserted into the beam path was determined to be 3 mm [10] . The electrons spend only a time of ∼ 160 ps in such a cylinder. This is too short to apply a full voltage pulse on one of the cylinders. With ions the situation is more comfortable. Emitting a beam of hydrogen dimers H + 2 from a SAT at a voltage of 3.8 kV [8] corresponds to an ion velocity of only ∼ 6 × 10 5 m/s, due to the larger mass compared to electrons. The hydrogen ions would therefore spend a time of 5 ns in a 3 mm long cylinder. Voltage pulses with widths of around 1 ns are feasible to create with modern pulse generators. Applying instead of that electrons with such a low velocity, would require to slow them down to ∼ 1 eV, which is experimentally not possible in a biprism interferometer setup until now. Therefore electrons are not suitable for an experiment proving the electric Aharonov-Bohm effect.
Aharonov and Bohm suggested a pulsed coherent electron source [1] . This is in principle possible by irradiating a pulsed femtosecond laser on a high voltage field emission tip. Such a source setup was realised in [22] and emits femtosecond pulses of free electrons. It is questionable, if this scheme can be transfered to ion emission. Therefore it is experimentally more convenient to keep the ion emission continuous and perform a temporal selection of the ion events in the detector. By triggering the detector with the pulses on the cylinder, it counts only those ions which have been inside the metal tubes while the electric potential and therefore the voltage pulse, was switched on. Certainly, the time resolution of the detector needs to be in the same range as the pulse duration. This is feasible with a modern delay-line detector [9] were a temporal resolution of about one nanosecond is standard.
To estimate the interference signal expected in such an experiment, we start with the hydrogen count rate of ∼ 2.7 × 10 4 ions per second as determined in the last section. With a total distance between the source and the detector of 57 cm [4] and a velocity of 6 × 10 5 m/s an ion spends ∼ 1 µs inside the beam path. If we pulse the cylinder with 1 MHz, we assure that every ion encounters only one pulse during that time. When this pulse is applied, only in a few cases the ion is inside the cylinder and therefore recorded by the detector. This fraction is given by the cylinder length (3 mm) divided by the length of the interferometer (57 cm). Therefore ∼ 140 ions per second are counted by the detector. For a good signal to noise ratio, about 2 × 10 4 ions are needed for an interferogram [4] . The integration time for one pattern at a specific cylinder-voltage would therefore be around 140 seconds. From [2] [3] [4] [5] we know that the interferometer is stable enough to integrate the signal for at least 15 minutes. In the original ion interferometer of [2] [3] [4] [5] a helium partial pressure of 10 −4 mbar was applied [4] . Such a high pressure is in principle conceivable also in the modified interferometer and would increase the signal for hydrogen by a factor of ten. However, it may also cause a large background and lead to a high risk of electric discharges in the gas which could destroy the MCPs of the detector or the SAT.
To be a type I proof of the electric Aharonov-Bohm effect, it is essential to assure, that the counted particles do not encounter any fringe fields on the beginning and the end of the tubes. Their length-to-inner-diameter ratio is 3 mm/0.07 mm 43. We assume that the fringe fields reach maximal the tube diameter of 70 µm into the cylinders. This leads to a shielded length of 2.86 mm, were the particle encounters a pulse without getting into contact with a field. Considering this in the temporal selection of the detector reduces the signal and increases the integration time by only a small amount of about 5 %.
The expected phase shift depends on the voltage difference between the two cylinders and on the pulse width. Assuming a width of 400 ps, which can be produced by commercially available pulse generators, yields a phase shift of π if a voltage difference of ∼ 5 µV is applied. A type I measurement of the phase shift due to the electric Aharonov-Bohm effect is therefore technically possible.
V. MEASUREMENT OF THE MAGNETIC AHARONOV-BOHM EFFECT WITH IONS
Only a few modifications of the described setup, shown in fig. 2 a) , are necessary to test the influence of internal structure in the magnetic Aharonov-Bohm effect [1] . The idea is to compare the outcome of such an experiment for ions with the one of point-shaped electrons. The concept of the magnetic Aharonov-Bohm effect is illustrated in fig. 2 b) . A tiny magnetic coil is installed between the separated coherent matter waves. In an early experimental proof with electrons by [13] the radius R of the solenoid was only 7 µm. The magnetic field inside the coil is given by the relation B = µ 0 N L I with N being the number of windings, L the length and I the current. In a small distance outside the solenoid and far away from the endings, the magnetic field equals approximately zero. For that reason no Lorentz force will act on the electron partial waves, being separated by the biprism and passing the coil to the left and to the right. However, the circularly surrounding vector potential A does have a nonzero value outside the coil, that depends on the magnetic flux Φ = BπR 2 inside the solenoid and decreases by 1 r with the radial distance r from its border. By changing the current, the magnetic flux together with the vector potential is continuously varied. It causes a different phase shift for the separated electron wave paths. After combining the partial waves in the detection plane, the effect is visible in a total phase shift of the interference pattern [1, 10] : To insert a micro coil between the separated partial waves, the beam has to be separated for ∼ 60 µm. This can be achieved by a combination of two biprism and a focussing lens as it was accomplished in an electron interferometer by [10] . b) Setup as originally suggested by Aharonov and Bohm [1] . The beam is separated into two coherent partial waves that pass a solenoid with a magnetic field that is nonzero inside (Bz) and zero outside close to the coil. The ions interact only with the nonzero vector potential A that is different for the two paths. This causes a phase shift in the interference pattern depending on Bz.
With a biprism interferometer and a beam path separation scheme as described in fig. 2 a) , this phase shift was measured for electrons in [10] . They implemented a micro-coil with a wire thickness of 7 µm, a length of 50 mm and a diameter of 37.5 µm. A ∆Φ mag of 2π for a current difference in the coil of 55 µA was determined. The measurement error compared to the outcome of eq. 3 was only 4 %. The phase shift due to the vector potential of a magnetic coil does not depend on the mass or the velocity of the particle. If the internal structure of the ion plays no role, it should be the same for ions and electrons. However, in [23] it was pointed out that there is potentially a different outcome with ions in this experiment comparing to electrons due to spin-orbit interactions. This issue is still in discussion, since concrete experiments are yet absent. With our proposed setup such an attempt is in the range of current technical possibilities.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
When Aharonov and Bohm suggested their famous two experiments [1] , a new door was opened for fundamental research in quantum physics. They predicted a direct physical impact of an electric scalar or magnetic vector potential in absence of any fields.
Various experiments followed [12-16, 18, 20, 21] , but a direct type I proof of the electric scalar Aharonov-Bohm effect has not been possible yet due to technical limitations. In this article, we proposed such an experiment in a biprism interferometer with hydrogen ions. The setup is based on the first ion interferometer realised by [2] [3] [4] [5] for helium ions. Major modifications have to be carried out, such as the implementation of a single atom tip (SAT) beam source [7, 8] to increase the expected coherent ion signal up to three orders of magnitude. A scheme for beam-path separation up to 300 µm [10] for electrons can be applied on ions to position two metal tubes between the split partial waves. It is based on a combination of two biprism together with a focussing lens. A pulsed ion beam mode can be avoided by the use of a delay-line detector with a high temporal resolution to select the signal after measurement. We provided detailed calculations concerning the count rates of the expected coherent ions. With a few modifications, the setup can also be used to measure possible deviations [23] in the magnetic Aharonov-Bohm effect due to the internal structure of ions compared to electrons. The combination of ion matter waves [2] [3] [4] [5] , single atom tip sources [8] , novel detectors [9] and an approved beam separation scheme [10] makes the realisation of this important quantum mechanical experiment technically feasible.
